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Abstract of thesis presented to the Senate of Universiti Putra Malaysia in
fulfilment of the requirement for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

EXTENSION AND CRYPTANALYSIS OF GOLDEN
CRYPTOGRAPHY

By

MOHAMMAD TAHGHIGHI SHARABYAN

August 2015

Chair: Associate Professor Azmi Jaafar, PhD
Faculty: Computer Science and Information Technology

There are some symmetric cryptosystems which use matrices in the encryption and
decryption of initial data and the golden cryptosystem (GC) is one of the cryp-
tosystems. It uses a kind of matrices that is normally called the golden matrices,
which is a generalization of the Fibonacci Q-matrices for continuous domain. The
GC, like other matrix cryptosystems, cannot resist against chosen-plaintext attack.
On the other hand, the encryption algorithm of GC is more suitable for textual
data and cannot be directly applied to images. This is because image data usually
have special features such as bulk capacity, high redundancy, and high correlation
among pixels that impose special requirements on the encryption technique used.
The problems of golden matrix mentioned are the motivation for the proposal of
more secured GC.

In this thesis, the mathematical technique was used to check the security of two
extend versions of GC; the GC using k-Fibonacci number (KGC) and GC using
Hadamard product (HGC). Utilizing chosen-plaintext attack for both extended
versions (the golden cryptosystem using k-Fibonacci number and Hadamard prod-
uct) are proven not secured. Then a new extension to the original GC using
discrete logarithm problem and hash function (GCHDLP) was proposed and the
tests have shown that these versions of GC can resist the four basic attacks; the
chosen-plaintext attack, known-plaintext attack, the ciphertext-only attack, and
chosen-ciphertext attack.

Finally, the experimental results, using several images (Lena, Nike, Micky, and
Damavand) and three measuring factors were evaluated. These measuring factors
were the maximum deviation measure (M1), the correlation coefficient measure
(M2), and the irregular deviation measure (M3). The proposed method GCHDLP
can encrypt identical plaintext blocks to totally different ciphertext blocks, whereas
the original GC cipher cannot do so. Thus, the proposed method has advantages
in hiding data patterns over original GC.
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Abstrak tesis yang dikemukakan kepada Senat Universiti Putra Malaysia sebagai
memenuhi keperluan untuk Ijazah Doktor Falsafah

KRIPTANALISIS DAN UNJURAN BAGI KRIPTOGRAFI EMAS

Oleh

MOHAMMAD TAHGHIGHI SHARABYAN

Ogos 2015

Pengerusi: Professor Madya Azmi Jaafar, PhD
Fakulti: Sains Komputer dan Teknologi Maklumat

Terdapat beberapa sistem kripto simetri yang menggunakan matriks dalam penyuli-
tan dan penyahsulitan data awal dan Sistem Kripto Emas (GC) adalah salah satu
daripada sistem kripto tersebut. Ia menggunakan sejenis matriks yang dipanggil
matriks emas, yang merupakan generalisasi daripada Fibonacci Q- matriks un-
tuk domain yang berterusan. Kebanyakan matriks sistem kripto seperti GC tidak
dapat bertahan daripada serangan pilihan teks biasa. Di samping itu, algoritma
penyulitan GC adalah lebih sesuai digunakan untuk data-data tekstual dan tidak
sesuai mahupun boleh digunakan pada imej. Ini adalah kerana data imej mempun-
yai ciri-ciri khas seperti keupayaan pukal, kelewahan tinggi dan korelasi yang tinggi
di antara piksel yang mengenakan syarat-syarat khas mengenai teknik penyulitan
yang digunakan. Masalah-maslah matriks emas diatas adalah motivasi kepada
cadangan sistem kripto emas yang lebih terjamin.

Dalam tesis ini, teknik matematik digunakan untuk memeriksa keselamatan dua
versi GC iaitu sistem kripto emas menggunakan nombor k - Fibonacci (KGC) dan
sistem kripto emas menggunakan Hadamard produk (HGC). Penggunaan serangan
pilihan teks biasa ke atas kedua-dua versi lanjutan sistem kripto emas menerusi
nombor k - Fibonacci dan produk Hadamard telah dibuktikan sebagai tidak sela-
mat. Maka, sistem kripto emas yang baru menggunakan masalah logaritma diskret
dan fungsi hash (GCHDLP) dicadangkan dan ujian keatasnya telah menunjukkan
bahawa ia dapat bertahan terhadap empat serangan asas, iaitu serangan pilihan
teks biasa, serangan teks biasa yang kenal, serangan teks sifer dan serangan pilihan
teks sifer.

Keputusan eksperimen menggunakan beberapa imej (Lena, Nike, Micky dan Dama-
vand) dan tiga faktor pengukur dipertimbangkan dan dinilai. Faktor-faktor ini
adalah ukuran maksimum sisihan (M1), ukuran pekali korelasi (M2) dan uku-
ran sisihan yang tidak teratur (M3). Kaedah GCHDLP yang dicadangkan boleh
menyulitkan blok teks biasa yang serupa dengan blok teks sifer yang jauh berbeza
dimana sifer GC asal tidak boleh lakukannya. Maka, kaedah yang dicadangkan
mempunyai kelebihan dalam menyembunyikan corak data berbanding GC asal.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Cryptography

Cryptography is a process for encrypting and decrypting information using pure

mathematics, computer science, and engineering. Making the messages secure via

cryptography has a long history (Menezes et al., 1997). Julius Caesar (100-44 B.

C.) is well-known for creating one of the earliest cryptographic systems to send

secret military messages to his generals. But history has shown that a big prin-

cipal problem had been limiting the widespread use of cryptography, i.e., the key

management. The term ”key” refers to a numerical value used by an algorithm

to change the information, make it secure and visible just to those who have the

corresponding key for recovering the information. As a result, the term ”key man-

agement” refers to managing the keys securely and provide them to the users where

and when they are required. In fact, cryptography is used to hide information, so

it is not only used by spies but also for phone, fax and e-mail communications,

bank transactions, bank account security, personal identification number (PIN),

passwords, and credit card transactions on the web. It is also used for various

information security issues such as electronic signatures, which are basically used

to prove the identity of the sender of the message. The goal of cryptography is to

provide the possibility of exchanging a message between a sender and a receiver in a

way that only these two persons can understand it. In this manner, the ways of ex-

changing the message are unlimited, but here it can be concerned with the methods

of altering the text in such way that makes the receiver able to undo the alteration

and to discover the original text. The original text is usually called ”plaintext”

and the altered text is called ”ciphertext” and the conversion from plaintext to

ciphertext is called ”encoding” or ”enciphering”. The reverse operation is called

”decoding” or ”deciphering”. If an unintended secret message is tried to be read

and the encoding method is not known, then the code will crack. Generally, there

are two kinds of cryptography: symmetric and asymmetric cryptography.

1. Symmetric cryptography: Symmetric-key cryptography is useful to supply

data (Scheneier, 1996) on general communication networks such as internet

confidentiality. That involves encryption of a plaintext message ”P” by a

symmetric-key algorithm (cipher) and a secret key K. When the encrypted

message (ciphertext) is sent, the receiver decrypts it using the same cipher
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and secret key. Symmetric-key ciphers usually have an iterated round struc-

ture, i.e. a short sequence of operations (called a ”round”) is repeated on the

plaintext block to compute the ciphertext (Scheneier, 1996). ”The input of a

round consists of the output of the previous round and one or more subkeys,

which are derived from the secret key. Common round operations include

table lookups, modular addition (subtraction), logical operations, shifts, ro-

tates, multiplication, and bit permutations (Scheneier, 1996)”. Being fast

and suitable for processing large streams of data is the advantage of symmet-

ric cryptography algorithms. The disadvantage of symmetric cryptography

is that it presumes two parties have agreed on a key and able to exchange

that key in a secure manner before the communication (Ugus et al., 2007).

This is a significant challenge.

2. Asymmetric cryptosystem: Public key cryptography is applied often in elec-

tronic commerce to provide an authentication secure communication. The

most common cryptosystems, Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) and ellip-

tic curve cryptosystems (ECC), are established based on the trouble of integer

factorization and discrete logarithm. Meliorating factorization algorithm and

calculation power request greater bit size in RSA key. Actually the suggested

key size is 1024 bits which may increase to 4096 bits (Schneier and Sutherland,

1995). Greater key size makes RSA less effective for real applications. Com-

pared to RSA, ECC is more effective, but it is the shortest signature which

consists 320 of bits that are long for many appliances (Johnson et al., 2001).

Unfortunately the mentioned systems have such disadvantages, and are not

broken yet. Peter Shor (Shor, 1999) found a polynomial time algorithm for

integer factorization and calculation of discrete logarithm for quantum com-

puters in 1999. Thus, the cryptosystems with the mentioned troubles were no

longer secure. There are many powerful motivations for developing the public

key cryptosystems based on troubles that are secure on quantum and con-

ventional computers. Multivarious cryptography can be an attainable choice

for quantum and conventional computers. In multivarious cryptography, the

public key cryptosystem is based on the trouble of solving the scheme of

nonlinear equations that is proven to be NP-complete. The first practical

kind of this cryptosystem was recommended by T. Matsumoto and H. Imai,

(1988) and it is called message integrity code (MIC). The MIC cryptosystem

was built by hiding a monomial x2l+1 of two invertible affine transforma-

tions. This cryptosystem was more effective than RSA and ECC, but Patarin

has broken it in 1995(Patarin, 1995). In 1996 he presented a generalization

2
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of MIC cryptosystem called hidden fields equations (HFE) (Patarin, 1996).

Anyway, the secret key computation of HFE was not sufficiently effective in

the original MIC cryptosystem. In 1999 the chief model of HFE was bro-

ken (Kipnis and Shamir, 1999). The attack has applied this simple matter

in which every homogeneous quadratic multivarious polynomial has a matrix

display. By using the matrix display, a vastly defined system of equations will

be obtained which can be deciphered by re-linearization (Kipnis and Shamir,

1999). Some other possible attacks on the HFE scheme have been found

in (Courtois, 2001), (Courtois, 2003) and (Faugere and Joux, 2003). A few

cryptosystems known as Dragons with multivarious polynomials of a whole

degree 3 or 4 in public key were made by Patrin (instead of 2) which were

more secure and efficient. In Dragon cryptosystem, the public key is a mixed

of total degree 3 that is quadratic in plaintext variables and linear in cipher-

text variables. Briefly, Dragon scheme with one hidden monomial was found

to be not secure, hence the public key program based on the form of tame

transformation methods (TTM) was recommended in (Moh, 1999). This plan

was broken in (Goubin and Courtois, 2000); in which the cryptanalysis was

decreased to an instance of Min-Rank trouble where it can be solved within

an acceptable period. Ding (Ding, 2004) has suggested a perturbed kind of

MIC cryptosystem which was named perturbed Matsumoto-Imai (PMI). The

PMI system tries to increase the complication of the secret key calculation for

increasing security by applying a system of r arbitrary quadratic equations

over Fq with the assumption that r << n, where n is the bit size. The PMI

system was broken by Fouque, Granboulan, and Stern (Fouque et al., 2005).

The trick of the attack was the use of differential cryptanalysis to decrease the

PMI system to MIC. Medium field equation (MFE) is a cryptosystem which

has been proposed by (Wang et al., 2006) and Ding (Ding et al., 2007) in

which a high order linearization equation attack has broken it. Also, there is

a useful introduction of hidden monomial cryptosystems in reference(Koblitz,

1998). Making a secure and effective multivarious public key cryptosystem

is still a challenge for researchers in recent years. This thesis focuses on the

”Matrix cryptography”. Most of these cryptosystems are in the symmetric

category but in order to increase the security of above-mentioned cryptosys-

tems, symmetric algorithms are most often mixed with public key algorithms

to get a mix of security and speed. One of the cryptosystems is golden cryp-

tography that will be introduced in the next section.

3
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1.2 Golden Cryptography

Fibonacci number is one of the interesting recurrence relations with so many ap-

plications in science. For example Fibonacci numbers are used in the analysis of

financial markets, in strategies such as Fibonacci retracement, and also used in

computer algorithms such as the Fibonacci search technique and Fibonacci heap

data structure. The simple recursive property of Fibonacci numbers has also in-

spired a family of recursive graphs which are called Fibonacci cubes and are useful

for interconnecting parallel and distributed systems. But, probably the wonderful

application of these numbers is in cryptography which was introduced by Stakhov

(Stakhov, 2007). He has considered golden matrices as a new type of square ma-

trices. These are a generalization of the classical Fibonacci Q-matrix for uninter-

rupted domain. The golden matrices are useful to create symmetric cryptosystem

called golden cryptography, which is the main focus of this thesis. In cryptography,

every simple and fast method for technical realization will be considered as a good

method in science. Stakhov’s method has proven that this cryptosystem is very

fast to encrypt initial data. Some authors try to extend this method using other

recurrence relations like Lucas and extended Lucas cube (ElC) or other operations

such as Hadamard product (Ernastuti et al., 2010; Nally, 2007). Stakhov’s method

simply can be defined as below:

According to Fibonacci numbers, the Fibonacci matrix is defined as

Q =

(
1 1

1 0

)
, Q2 =

(
2 1

1 1

)
, Q3 =

(
3 2

2 1

)
, · · ·Qn =

(
Fn+1 Fn

Fn Fn−1

)
(1.1)

where n = 0,±1,±2,±3, · · · , Fn−1, Fn, Fn+1 are Fibonacci numbers given by the

following recurrence relation:

Fn+1 = Fn + Fn−1 (Johnson, 2008; Freixas and Kurz, 2013).

For any real number x, the Q-matrices is defined by

Q2x =

(
cFs(2x + 1) sFs(2x)

sFs(2x) cFs(2x− 1)

)
, (1.2)

Q2x+1 =

(
sFs(2x + 2) cFs(2x + 1)

cFs(2x + 1) sFs(2x)

)
. (1.3)

4
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where

sFs(x) =
τx − τ−x
√

5
, (1.4)

cFs(x) =
τx + τ−x
√

5
, (1.5)

and τ = 1+
√

5
2 .

The inverse matrices of (1.2) and (1.3) are defined as

Q−2x =

(
cFs(2x− 1) −sFs(2x)

−sFs(2x) cFs(2x + 1)

)
, (1.6)

Q−(2x+1) =

(
−sFs(2x) cFs(2x + 1)

cFs(2x + 1) −sFs(2x + 2)

)
. (1.7)

The basic idea of this cryptosystem is as follows:

1. a plaintext a1, a2, a3, a4, . . . is presented in the form of 2× 2 matrices

M =

(
a1 a2

a3 a4

)
,

2. then for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 24, the permutation πi of a1, a2, a3, a4 is designated,

i.e, πi(a1), πi(a2), πi(a3), πi(a4);

3. the matrix (1.2) or (1.3), which is the enciphering matrix, and its inverse

matrix (1.6) or (1.7) are chosen and named the deciphering matrix.

4. the ciphertext E1(x) or E2(x) is achieved by applying matrix multiplication

of the plaintext M and Q2x or Q2x+1, i.e.,

E1(x) = M ×Q2x,

or

E2(x) = M ×Q2x+1.

5. To recover the original plaintext M the corresponding inverse matrix Q−2x

or Q−2x−1 is applied, i.e.,

M = E1(x)×Q−2x,

5
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or

M = E2(x)×Q−2x−1.

For more details on the k-Fibonacci hyperbolic functions, the Golden matrices and

the Golden cryptography, refer (Stakhov, 2007; Esmaeili and Esmaeili, 2010)

1.3 Problem Statement and Motivation

The principal defect of a symmetrical cryptography such as GC is the key to a

transmission problem. The other main issue is the problem of trust between two

parties that share a secret symmetric key. The problems of trust may be encoun-

tered when the encryption is used for authentication and integrity verification. A

symmetric key can be used to verify the identity of other communicating party,

but this requires the trust of another party. The most general symmetric cryp-

tosystems are matrix cryptosystems and GC. Any cryptosystem is secure if it is at

least resistant to four basic attacks; known-plaintext attack, chosen-plaintext at-

tack, chosen-ciphertext attack and ciphertext-only attack. Ray and Sánchez (Rey

and Sánchez, 2008) believed that the GC is not resistant against some of the crypt-

analytic attacks. They have proven that the cryptographic method suggested in

(Stakhov, 2007) is not secure, i.e., it is not preserved from the chosen-plaintext at-

tack. Also the GC using k-Fibonacci number (KGC) and the GC using Hadamard

product (HGC) have the same problem. Specifically, it is shown that the security

of such cryptosystems is also compromised as they are not resistant to the basic

cryptanalytic attacks: the chosen plaintext attack. These mentioned problems in

addition to the beauty and simplicity of the Fibonacci numbers are the motivation

to develop and improve the security of GC and using this system is very fast, easy

for technical realization, and reliable cryptosystems.

1.4 Objectives

The objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To investigate the insecurity of KGC and HGC.

2. To propose a new extension of golden cryptography based on one-way hash

function and discrete logarithm problem (GCHDLP) with an improved secu-

rity.
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3. To compare the security of GCHDLP and the existing golden cryptosystem

(GC).

4. To evaluate the GCHDLP and GC by three measuring factors.

1.5 Scope and Limitations of the Work in the Thesis

The scope of this research is outlined as follows:

1. All matrix used in this thesis is 2× 2 dimension.

2. All variables are real numbers.

3. The focus of this thesis is mainly on the variants of GC; namely KGC and

HGC.

4. The GCHDLP proposed in this work is applied to image encryption.

5. The image size encrypted by GCHDLP is 256× 256 pixels.

1.6 Methodology

GC is a symmetric cryptosystem using Fibonacci matrix as the main components to

encrypt any string of real number as a secret key used between the sender and the

recipient to encrypt and decrypt any plaintext. In this method, it was necessary

for both sender and recipient to have the same key. GC, like every symmetric

cryptography algorithm, is typically fast and suitable for processing large stream

of data which is referred as block ciphers. But the problem of GC is the weakness

in security. To solve this problem, mixing the GC with public key algorithms can

obtain a combination of security and speed. Unfortunately, the two extensions of

GC that presented were still incapable to overcome the infirmity of this system.

The first algorithm used k-Fibonacci matrix (KGC) to build an extended version

of GC and to increase the security (Stakhov, 2007). The KGC used two secret

key, x as the real number and k as the integer number. The second algorithm

used Hadamard product (HGC) to make a new system and try to show that this

system is more trustworthy than GC (Ernastuti et al., 2010; Nally, 2007). In

Chapter 3, both were mathematically proven that they were still friable against

basic attacks specially chosen-plaintext attacks. In this thesis, the GCHDLP was

7
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proposed which is a cryptosystem made from several materials such as GC, golden

matrix, hyperbolic sine and cosine, hash function, and discrete logarithm problem.

Then the security of this system was tested against the four basic attacks. This

new proposed GCHDLP has made a comparison of secureness with GC against the

four basic attacks. Finally, to declare the ability of proposed system, the degree of

ability of GC and GCHDLP cipher to hide the pattern of four images are tested.

The pictures were: Lena is the reference image and will be used as an example in

image processing, Nike and Mickey are the images containing big surface of single

color and Damavand (the highest mountain peak in Iran) is a sample with high-

frequency. Also both systems were evaluated experimentally by using maximum

deviation factor (M1), correlation coefficient factor (M2), and irregular deviation

factor (M3).

1.7 Contributions

The contributions of this research are as follows:

1. The variance of golden cryptosystem KGC and HGC were proven to be not

secure against chosen plaintext attack.

2. The new extension of original golden cryptosystem using discrete logarithm

problem and hash function (GCHDLP) was proposed.

3. The GCHDLP was shown to be resistant to the four above-mentioned basic

attacks.

4. By experimental results, it was proven that the proposed GCHDLP provides

better encryption quality compared to the encryption of GC.

1.8 Thesis Organization

The structure of this thesis is:

• Chapter 1 is the introduction of whole work done within the scope of the

research.

• Chapter 2 is the review of two fundamental concepts in which the next chap-

ters are based on. The part of asymmetric cryptography and symmetric

cryptography include stream cipher and block cipher.

8
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• Chapter 3: This chapter is divided into three sections; Section 3.1 introduced

the golden cryptography and then the security is investigated, Section 3.2

proves that the generalize golden cryptography by using Hadamard product

is still not secure against some types of basic attack, and in Section 3.3 the

security of golden cryptosystem using k-Fibonacci number is tackled.

• Chapter 4: In this chapter, by using discrete logarithm problem (DLP) and

one-way hash function, a new variant of golden cryptography will be offered.

It is a newly proposed version of golden cryptography and more secure than

the original GC and the generalized GC (using k- Fibonacci number), also

this chapter revealed that the new generalized GC is safe and resistant to the

four basic attacks.

• Chapter 5: This chapter presents the new variant of golden cryptography to

overcome the disadvantages of golden cryptography. The proposed technique

considers different encryption key for each block encryption. Then, compu-

tationally and visually, the experiments proved that the suggested variant

provides higher encryption quality compared to the original one.

• Chapter 6: This chapter includes conclusions and some open problems.
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